
 

 Accessibility for wheelchair users 

Walkway to the entrance: solid paved surface, 25 m from the parking lot to the entrance. 
Entrance building has three entrances: one main entrance with no differences in level, one 
entrance to the restaurant with a ramp, one entrance to the shop that has a concrete 
surface with level differences and a wooden ramp. The main entrance door has the width 
minimum of 84 cm and it is always open. The ramp to the restaurant has a slope of 11.7 %, 
handrails on one side and safety walls on the lefthand side.  

Interior: ticket sales over a counter at the height of 110 cm; direct entrance from the parking 
lot. There is a restaurant in the entrance building and several small service points in the park. 
There is an exit from the restaurant to a terrace with level differences and steps. In the 
building there is a lift to the 2nd floor, equipped with an automatic door opener. 

Park: walkways in the park are on fairly solid sandy surface. 

Accessible for visually impaired 

Walkway to the entrance: walkway is also used as a road for cars. The entrance building has 
three entrances: one main entrance with no differences in level, one entrance to the 
restaurant with a ramp, and one entrance to the shop that has a concrete floor with level 
differences. 

Interior: ticket sales over a counter and with direct entrance from the parking lot. There is a 
restaurant in the entrance building and several small service points in the park. There is an 
exit from the restaurant to a terrace with level differences and steps.  

Park: walkways in the park are on fairly solid sandy surface. 

 

 Disabled parking 

A designated and paved disabled parking spaceon the same side as the park, 25 m from the 
entrance. The main parking lot on the other side of the road is reached throuhg an 
pedestrian tunnel with a slope of 20 %.  

 

Accessible for persons with asthma and allergies 



 
No animals are allowed inside the premises. 
Toilets, including disabled toilets, are situated in a separate building near the entrance. A 
ramp to the door has a slope of 9.43 %. 

 

 Disabled toilet 

● size 160x160 cm  

● door width 80 cm  

● toilet seat minimum 44 cm  

● support handle on both sides  

● one-handle mixer   
● door can be locked from the inside with one hand  

 

Accessible lift 

● size 125x340 cm 

● contrasting-coloured lift door with the width of 85 cm 

● toilet seat height minimum of 41 cm 

● automatic slide-door or automatic door opening 

● operator panel in the lift at the height of 80 cm and 70 cm from the corner 

● buttons on operator panel have relief and tactile symbols 

● handrail on longside of the lift 

● acoustic alarm 

● emergency phone and alarm have tactile and visual markings 


